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Next you will see two examples of student passion projects. 

Both of these projects are completed by senior high school  

students with developmental disabilities. Our classes do not 

have traditional grade levels associated.  Students have a 

wide range of cognitive abilities and this kind of choice lets 

them showcase their skills, from writing, to copying and 

pasting and adding interesting images. 

We also focus on how to choose good websites and media. 

Both students choose to learn more about animals. There 

were no rules for this project, the whole goal was to learn 

about something that interests them, and practice literacy skills 

as well as 21st century skills. 

#


Monkeys that are 
thieves. 



Macaques Monkeys 

The macaques monkeys habitats include the tropical 
rainforests Of Southeast Asia,Sri Lanka ,India,arid mountains 
of Pakistan and Afghanistan, and temperate  Mountains in 
Japan,northern China,Morocco,Nepal.



These monkeys are not so cute 
because they are thieves so if you're 
a tourist in any of these places hold 
on tight to your belongings or prepare 
for a game of poker haha ! . The 
macaques learnt to steal from tourists 
because they took Their belongings 
and started playing poker to get food .



Macaques love monkey 
business for example in 
southern India macaques
Wait till the people at the 
markets turn away and start 
eating the food but as soon as 
they notice they are not happy 
campers.macaques also go in 
people's kitchens thru the 
window and any piece fruit and 
nuts they see they eat it if it's 
bagged up they’ll tear it up and 
eat and they make a giant 
mess in the kitchen eating . 



So remember if want a pet monkey you'll have to 
Learn how to play poker and clean up . Bonus 
picture to make everyone's day haha.!



Crested Gecko Facts
Crested geckos have been nicknamed eyelash 

geckos due to the ridges that run along their head.



Crested gecko facts.
They do not have eyelids they mositen their eyes by licking them.



Crested gecko facts.
They have small fine hairs on their toe pads.



Crested Gecko Facts.
Crested geckos are an arboreal species of gecko Native to New Caledonia,a 
group of islands between fiji and Australia. They are most common on the islands 
Grand Terre and Isle of Pines.



Crested Gecko Facts.
Crested geckos were thought to be extinct until 1994, when a tropical storm 
revealed that populations were very much alive and well.Today they are thriving 
both in the wild and in the pet trade.



Crested Gecko Facts.
These geckos are omnivores,eating mostly fruit with occasional insect prey. They 
are also crepuscular,meaning they are most active during dawn and dusk. Crested 
geckos measure about 8 inches long from snout to tail,and weighing from 35-45 
grams as adults. It takes crested geckos about 15-18 months to reach sexual 
maturity, with a 15-20 year life span. 



Crested Gecko Facts.
Although they are generally light tan to dark brown, they can also change color! 
This process is called Firing up,making the dark parts of their bodies darker and 
the light parts lighter. No one is entirely sure why cresties do this,but it seems to 
happen when they are excited.



Crested Gecko Facts.
Like most geckos,cresties can walk up vertical surfaces,thanks to million tiny  hairs 
on their toe pads Setae. This doesn’t mean that they can stick to 
everything,however. Fortunately where the setae fail,crested geckos also have 
have small claws to get the job done.



Crested Gecko Facts.
They also feature a small prehensile tail which is used for climbing and 
leaping.The same hairs that cover their toe pads can also be found on the tip of 
their tail! Interestingly,if they lose their tails it can’t grow back. 



My Source
https://www.reptifiles.com/crested-gecko-care/ 

https://www.reptifiles.com/crested-gecko-care/

